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Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

With us all gradually setting into new routines, I thought this would be a good time to get in touch 
with an update from school. I sincerely hope everyone in our Greenlands community is healthy, 

happy and adapting to this new way of life. 

 
I thought it might be useful to collect together some of the information that’s been sent out, in 

case you missed any of it in the chaos of closure. 
 

Contacting School 
 

As always, please don’t hesitate to contact us if you need to ask anything. Please bear in mind that 

although we are staffing the office as much as we can, it may not always be possible to answer the 

phone. These two email addresses are the most reliable way to contact us during this period: 

 
office@greenlandsprimary.org for admin questions 

contact@greenlandsprimary.org for questions about other aspects of school 

 
We will try our best to get back to all emails within two days (Mon-Fri in term time). Please note 

that we cannot be contacted through the PTA Facebook page; while this is a useful forum for 
parents to share ideas etc., it is not a school page and the majority of staff don’t have access to it. 

 
Home Learning – please read this carefully! 

 

Your child should have received a home learning challenge sheet – if not, this is available on the 
school website (www.anstongreenlands.org) under the ‘Coronavirus Updates’ post at the top of 

the page. Please read this carefully, as it includes a number of challenge ideas, such as our main 

project suggestion and links to a range of websites that provide learning tailored to each year 
group. 

 

On top of this, class teachers are regularly adding games and challenges to the website - this can 
all be accessed on the home learning tab. The website should be your main port of call for home 
learning. Each teacher is adding maths based challenges as well as a range of other learning. So far 

since the closure there have been almost 40 learning suggestions added across school, including 
maths, English, science, French, music and PE. There are learning ideas for each class as well as 
general whole school suggestions, and Mrs Baird is keeping us all active under the ‘Health and 
Wellbeing’ tab. 
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After some consideration, I would like to make two important points about this learning: 
 

1) It is there as a suggestion. It is not mandatory. We know that everyone’s circumstances are 
different and that each family will have a slightly different way to make this unique 
situation work. Please use what you find useful and adapt it as you see fit. We will do 
everything we can to support you but remember that the work we’ve suggested is largely 
about keeping skills fresh, not teaching lots of new concepts; the same is true across the 
world. If it were possible for children to learn new concepts without specific teaching, we 
wouldn’t need schools in the first place! Please don’t worry or stress that you’re not doing 
enough with your children or that they’re missing out – you remain your child’s most 
important educator and although all children are missing something by not being at school, 
they will also gain from this experience. There is no precedent for this, so please don’t 
worry that you’re getting it wrong.  We’re all (and I include schools in this) figuring this out 
as we go along! 

2) Please do not expect teachers to plan and post complete lessons / produce individually 
tailored work etc; staff are all working very hard but this is simply not sustainable. Lessons 
in school require differentiated, personalised learning with varying pace, approaches and 
expectations for different children, so it is simply not possible to deliver a ‘normal’ lesson 
during this time.  With that in mind, we have asked staff to provide learning suggestions: 
fun websites to try, maths challenges, ideas for games to play etc. Please note that we are 
avoiding putting worksheets on the website, as we know not everyone has a printer and 
these do not generally represent high quality learning; however, if you're looking for 
worksheets specifically I'd suggest Twinkl or TTS as a good starting point. 

 
Finally… 
 
Thank you for your continued support during this time. Like you, we are all managing this situation 
as best we can and juggling working commitments with childcare etc. We are trying to support the 
children of NHS staff and key workers in school whilst also maintaining a home learning provision 
and supporting those parents who contact us. We are grateful for you bearing with us and 
remaining mindful of these changes. It is heartening to have received some very supportive 
communication and we are very thankful for that. 
 
Keep safe and don’t hesitate to contact us If you need any further support. 
 

Many thanks, 

 
 
Mr A Wirth 

Headteacher 


